Ultra Bay 4 Portable

Digital Intelligence Ultra Bay 4 Portable™
DESKTOP FORENSIC WRITE BLOCKER

Portable Universal Write Blocker for Field and Lab Use
The Digital Intelligence UltraBay 4 Portable (“UltraBay 4P”) supports forensic data acquisition of SATA, SAS, USB 3,
PCIe, FireWire, and IDE storage devices. Packaged in a compact, fan-ventilated, durable
aluminum enclosure, the UltraBay 4P provides forensic examiners a complete set of
write blockers for lab or field use. The UltraBay 4P is easy to use and delivers great
forensic imaging performance. A single power supply connects to the rear of the
UltraBay 4P and drives both the enclosure (vent fan cooling) and suspect devices. The
USB 3 SuperSpeed host computer connection ensures maximum imaging speeds when
using high-performance software imaging applications. For maximum speeds, the Tableau Imager (“TIM”) software
is recommended.

UltraBay 4P Will Increase Your Forensic Imaging Capability
Whether you image with a forensic workstation or a laptop
such as the Digital Intelligence FRED™ or FRED-L™,
you’ll get more work done by adding UltraBay 4P’s to
your process. A USB 3 connection is all that’s required
to connect one or more UltraBay 4P’s to your imaging
configuration. Running parallel imaging jobs has never
been easier. With UltraBay 4P’s in the mix, you’ll acquire
evidence faster than ever before.

The UltraBay 4P Includes All Moderns Adapters and Accessories
Digital Intelligence takes the guess work out of purchasing and using write blockers. A complete set of modern
adapters, cables, and power supply is kitted with the UltraBay 4P. Buy in confidence knowing you are ready for a broad
array of forensic imaging challenges. From SATA drives to USB 3 to Apple
Macs™ to non-standard form factor PCIe-based SSD’s, the UltraBay 4P gets the
job done.
The UltraBay 4P is available for purchase from the Digital Intelligence
Webstore (www.digitalintelligence.com/store) or from our authorized channel
partners in Canada, Europe, and the United Kingdom (www.digitalintelligence.com/resellers). Visit the Digital
Intelligence website (www.digitalintelligence.com) for more information on the UltraBay 4P.
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